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Outcome: Read word with silent letters 
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Module1 

 Unit 1 

  るΒゎΙや れゅヨヤムャや ヶルゅバョ ナ ヘェ ¬ゅィゲャや  Word List -1 
 Word Part of Speech Meaning 

1 model N ァクヲヨル 
2 cot N  モヘトヤャ ゲΑゲシ 
3 Palm leaves N  モΒガレャや ベやケヱや 
4 show V  ウッヲΑ- リΒらΑ  -チゲバΑ 
5 Passed away Phr.V ヴプヲゎ -モェケ 
6 soundly Adv  ペヨバよ 
7- Made of Phr.v  リョ ネヲレダョ 
8 furniture N  ゐゅをや 
9 rough Adj  アもゅワ 

 own V  マヤわヨΑ 
 collect V  ノヨイΑ 
 Move to Phr.V   ヴャや ポゲエわΑ 
 background N  るΒヘヤカ 
 foreground N  るョギボョ 
 middle N  ブダわレョ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Unit   one 
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Vocabulary 
Fill in the gaps with  the most suitable words from the list:- 

(soundly-cot- made of –models ) 

 

1-What a nice toy. It's …………………………….……..of wood. 
2-The baby is sleeping …………………………..…..……in his cot. 
3- This table ……………….made of wood . 
 

⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒ ⇒⇒⇒  
Choose the correct word from a, b, c or d: 

 
1- My father bought some new ………………. for our new house. 
          a- furniture           b- background               c- foreground          d- palm leaves 
2- Ayoub Hussein built small ………………. of Old Kuwait. 
       a- parents              b- palm leaves               c- models                  d- cots 
3- A manazz was ………………. palm leaves. 
      a- made from           b- moved to                 c- passed away          d- made of 
4- Some careless boys run after each other in the ………………. of the street. 
       a- middle              b- model                       c- cot                           d- furniture 
 

⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒ ⇒⇒⇒  
Fill in the spaces from the list: 

 
middle – background – own – show – collecting 

1- My favourite hobby is …………………… stamps and old coins. 
2- My dream is to …………………… a big villa next to the sea. 
3- Can you ………………… me the way to the bank, please? 
4- I can see some clouds and the sun in the ...............................of this picture. 
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Module 1 

Unit 1: Page 18   
Topic: Grammar ( Used to)   

 

 

 

 
 
 

 

Used to  ラや キゅわハや  

Examples            るわらんヨャや るヤヨイャや : 
1- Sara   used to  drink  milk. 

2- They  used to   play  football. 
 

Negative                         ヶヘレャや: 
1- Sara  didn't use    drink  milk. 

2- They  didn't use to  play  football. 
 

Questions                     メやぽジャや   : 
 

1- What  did  Sara  use to  drink ? 

2- What  did  they  use to  play  ? 

 

 

Activity 1 

Do as required between brackets: 
1- I used to study English every day.                                                (Make negative)  

*……………………………………………………………………………………………….. ……………. 
2- They used to play tennis.                                                             (Ask a question) 

*………………………………………………………………………………………………. ……………. 
3- She used to (write) stories.                                                          (Correct) 

*……………………………………………………………………………………………..……………….……. 
 

Used to + inf. ヶゎほΑ ゅワキバよ ケキタョャや  

DｷSﾐげデ ┌ゲW デﾗ Щ ｷﾐaく キルハ ヴヘルャや  

Did + use to +inf. メやぼシャやキルハ 
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Activity 2 
Choose the correct answer: 

1- He used to………………………………….his grandparents. 
a-visits                     b-visiting                      c-visit                                  d-visited 

 

2- I didn't …………………..………………to play tennis. 
a- used                    b- use                            c-using                                d-uses 

⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒ ⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒  

   るΒムヤヨャや      Possessive  ) 's ) 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 Activity 1 
Choose the correct answer: 

1- The ………………………..….. clothes were clean. Their mothers washed them 

a- girl                       b- girls                           c-girl's                                d-girls 

2- The ………………………….………..room is very clean. 
a- boy                  b- boys                                c-boy's                             d-boys' 

– My ……………………….……bag is heavy  
a- friends                b- friends                             c-friends’                            d-friend’s 

⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒  ⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒  
 

 

げ ゲ     キケヘョ ゅヰヤよホ ンクャや ュシΙや ラヱミΑ ゅョキルハ  

S げ     ノョィ ゅヰヤよホ ンクャや ュシΙや ラヱミΑ ゅョキルハ  
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 -: るΒゎΙや れやゲΒらバわャや ュギガわジル りケヲタ ブタヱ ギレハ 

 
 

Writing 
 

 *** Plan and write a paragraph (not less than 6 sentences) describing the picture above. 

These guide words and phrases may help you: 

(two boys に sea  に trees に boatに ship) 

 

Plan your topic here 
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Write your topic here 
ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくくぐぐぐぐぐぐくぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくく 

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくくぐぐぐぐぐぐくぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくく 

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくくぐぐぐぐぐくぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくく 

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくくぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくく 

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくくぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくく 

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくくぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくく 

ぐくくぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ 

⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒ ⇒⇒  
Spelling Activity 
Re-write the underlined words correctly: 
1- Yﾗ┌ ゲｴﾗ┌ﾉSﾐげデ ｪﾗ ゲ┘ｷﾏﾏｷﾐｪ ┘ｴWﾐ デｴW ゲW; ｷゲ rugoh. 

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐく 
2- Can you see the house in the bacgkruond of the photo? 

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐく 
3- My mum prefers modern furinture.  

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐく 
3- I go to the beach to cllocet shells 

 ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ 

  Reading comprehension 
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Read the following passage and answer the question below: 
      The seasons of the year are autumn, winter, spring and summer. Autumn isn't too hot 

and isn't too cold, but it is sometimes windy. It's a nice season. Winter in Kuwait is cold, 

but we always have the sun. We wear heavy clothes like coats and jackets. We also drink 

hot drinks like tea and coffee. In winter, people go camping in the desert. The flowers are 

beautiful in spring, so people go to the parks to enjoy their time there. Children can run, 

ride bikes and play football.  

        In summer, the weather is very hot. Many people go on holidays. On holidays, people 

don't go to work or schools. They rest and have fun. Some people go to the beaches, 

some travel to other countries and some stay at home. 

A) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d: 
1- The best title for the passage is: 

        a- The four seasons          b- spring in Kuwait        c- winter         d. holidays 

2- The word windy in line (2) means: 

      a- a lot of air                b- no air                           c- some air      d- little air 

3- The main idea of the second paragraph is: 

     a- summer                   b- schools           c- beaches       d- holidays in summer 

4- The underlined word they in (8) refers to: 

    a- holidays                 b- people                         c- children                     d- season 

5- The purpose of the writer is デﾗ ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくく 
a-  show winter clothes                

b- inform us how to spend summer holiday 

c-  tell us that flowers are beautiful.  

d-  To compare between the seasons of the year. 

ϲ- All the following statements are TRUE except ぐぐぐぐ: 

a-There are four seasons in the year.                

     b- Autumn ｷゲﾐげデ very cold. 

 c- We I;ﾐげデ ゲWW デｴW ゲ┌ﾐ ｷﾐ ┘ｷﾐデWヴ ｷﾐ Kuwait.  

d- Some people go to the beaches in summer. 
 

B) Answer the following questions: 
7-What are the seasons of the year? 

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ  

8-What do people do on holidays? 

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ 
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Module1 

 Unit 2 

  るΒゎΙや れゅヨヤムャや ヶルゅバョ ナヘェ ¬ゅィゲャや Word List -1 
 Word Part of Speech Meaning 

1 advertisement N ラΚハや 
2 aquarium N  マヨシ チヲェ 
3 happily Adv りキゅバジよ 
4 Businessman N  メゅヨハや モィケ 
5 sphere N  )ンヱゲミ モムセ ( りゲミ  
6 feed V ユバトΑ 
7- Scuba diving N  ソヲピャや 
8 tasty Adj グΑグャ 
9 exciting Adj ゲΒんョ 

 show (  s ) N   )チヱゲハ ( チゲハ 
 Old-fashioned Adj  コやゲトャや ユΑギホ 
 miss V  ギボわヘΑ- れヲヘΑ 
 *** price N ゲバシ 
 edition N    るバらヅ 
 deal N  るボヘタ 
 browser N  ウヘダわヨャや 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Unit Two 
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Topic: An Advertisement for Kuwait  

New Words:- 

Fill in the spaces with words from the list.    

            (aquarium に happily に advertisements に businessman に soundly)   

 1- TｴW IｴｷﾉSヴWﾐ ┘WヴW ヮﾉ;┞ｷﾐｪ ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐｷﾐ デｴW ｪ;ヴSWﾐく 
2- Yﾗ┌ I;ﾐ ゲWW ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐﾗﾐ TV ;ﾐS ﾐW┘ゲヮ;ヮWヴゲく 
3- WW ｴ;┗W ; ﾉ;ヴｪW ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくくat home where we keep some fish. 

4- M┞ ┌ﾐIﾉW ｷゲ ; ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ . He is very rich. 

圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉 圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉 圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉 圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉 圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉 圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉 圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉 圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉 圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉 圉圉圉圉圉圉 圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉 圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉 圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉 圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉 圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉圉  

Read the passage on page 23. Then answer the following questions: - 

Choose the correct answer :- 

1- The best title for the passage is ................... 
      a- Entertainment city       b- A wonderful country          c-Museums      d-  The sea  

2-The purpose of the writer is to tell us about………………… 
    a-Visiting the museums                                                          b- Going scuba diving                     
c- Kuwait is interesting country                                                 d-  Modern cities             

Choose the correct answer :- 
3-The antonym of the word (modern) in the 1st line in the 2nd paragraph is ……………… 
      a- hot                           b- nice                    b-old fashioned                 d- small  
4-The pronoun (it  ) in the 3rd line  in the 3rd paragraph refers to …………………… 
       a-The sea                            b-Failaka island                 c- Kuwait             d-The food 

 Word Part of 
Speech Meaning 

1    

2  
 

  
 

3    

4    

5    

6    
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Module 1 

Unit 2 Page 24 
Topic: First conditional 

Grammar : ( If you……..., you will ….….) 

If + Present Simple  

                                                           テΒジよ ネケゅツョ 

Future Simple テΒジよ モらボわジョ 

will +V.(infinitive) 

 ケギダヨャや ヶプ モバヘャや 
 

*Examples: 

1. If it   rains        ,       we   will stay        at home. 

 

doesn’t        rain             won’t                                       ( Negative  ヶヘレャや ) 
 ⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒ ⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒  

2. If you      to the Entertainment City, you   will have   fun. 

 

  don’t        go                                               won’t        ( Negative  ヶヘレャや ) 
 ⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒ ⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒  

Activity 1 
Do as required between brackets : 
1- If  he (   study ) the lesson , he will answer the question .           ( Correct)    

*……………………………………………………………………………………………….…..…………                                                                                                     
2- If  they  play well , they  will  win  the match .                            ( Make negative)                

   *……………………………………………………………………………………………….……..…….. 
3- If  we  eat  healthy  food , we  ( be ) strong.                                 ( Correct) 

   *…………………………………………………………….………………………………………….  

 ⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒ ⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒  

Activity 2 
Choose the correct answer from a , b , c & d :- 

 If you eat a lot of sweets, you ……………..……..bad teeth. 

     a) get                     b)  got                          c) will get                   d) gets 

 If you read books, you …………………..   useful things. 

     a) will learn              b) learn                      c) learnt                      d) learning 

He にShe にIt              メバプ + s /es/ies 

I にYou にThey-We   s    ノッル Ιメバヘヤャ  

サ
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Module 1  

Unit 2: Page 26& 27 
New Words:- 

  

Activity 1 

 
Fill in the gaps  with  the most suitable words from the list- 

 

(exciting ---- old-fashioned ---- show ----- tasty) 

 

1- Our grandparents like wearing …………… ……………..clothes. 
  

    2-The film we watched yesterday was very…………………………… 

 
    3-Our………………………….on TV was nice 

 

 

 

 

 Word Part of Speech Meaning 

1    

2  
 

  
 

3    

4    

5    
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Module 1  

Unit 2: Work Book-page19 
Conjunctions 

 

 

 

**Examples 

 1 -I want to buy that car but it's very expensive.  

 2- She wants to buy a computer   because she needs it.  
 3 -She is interested in music  she has wonderful CDs. 

 4 –He is married and    he   has two children. 

 ⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒ ⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒  
Activity 1 

Choose the correct answer :- 

1-She was ill (so – because – but - and )  she  went  to  school . 

2-He  had  his  breakfast  ( so – because – but - after that  ) he went to his work. 

 ⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒ ⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒  
Activity 2 

Do as required between brackets :-  
      1 -They got good marks. They are very happy.                                (Join) 

 *…………………………………………………………………...………………………… 

2–I go to school  . I play tennis.                                                        (Join ) 

*………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
 ⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒ ⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒  

 
 
 

 
 

 

But  :   ラミャ     //         and : ヱ            //   so :      ポャクャ       //         because :  ラΙ      //     or :  ヱぺ 

If :  やクや– ヱャ     // while   ゅョルΑよ– ¬ゅルをや    //   first: Ιヱや           // after that:  ポャク キバよ 

ヱぺ
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Module 1  

Unit 2: page  
New Words:- 

Activity 1 

 Fill in the spaces using the words in the list  to complete the following paragraph: 

(    price - exciting – feed - miss – edition   ) 
 

1- The new …………………..of this book is fantastic. 
2-  The book’s ……………………. is very cheap. 
3- It is a great chance we shouldn’t …………………… it . 
4- This is really a/an …………………… film to watch. 

Spelling Activity 

-write the underlined words correctly: 
1- Old-faisheond clothes have low prices these days. ................................... 
2- Indian films are very exicting. ................................... 
3- My uncle is a biusnsemsan. ................................... 
4-Many people like reading the adevrtsiements in the newspaper. ................................... 

 

 

 Word Part of 
Speech Meaning 

1    

2  
 

  
 

3    

4-    

5-    
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Reading COMPRHENSION 
Read the following passage then answer the questions below: 
      Camels live in the desert, where it is hot and dry. They have thick hair that protects 
them from the heat of the sun in summer and the cold weather in winter. They have wide, 

soft feet that help the camel to walk a long time in the hot sand. 

The camel is called; "The ship of the desert." because it can live for days in the desert 

without food or water. It has a long neck to reach high palm trees. Camels live in groups, 

with one male, several females, and their young are called calves. 

In the desert, people feed camels with grass. When camels are travelling in the desert, 

food is often very hard to find. If there is not any food or lack of food, they can adapt and 

help themselves well. People have been using camels for about 5000 years. They are used 

for riding, for carrying things, getting their meat, milk and wool. 

a) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d: 
1-What is the best title for the passage? 

     a) Deserts             b) Camels            c) People and Camels      d) Camels ' Food 

 

2-The word "protects" in the 1st paragraph means: 

    a) saves                b) helps                c) keeps                              d) fixes 

 

3-The pronoun "they" in the 3rd paragraph refers to: 

    a) people             b) calves                c) things                               d) camels 

 

4-What is the purpose of the writer in this passage? 

 a) camels can live well in the desert.                                                                           b) camels 

can live without food or water. 

c) camels can eat anything  

d) camels are big animals. 

 

5-All the following statements are TRUE except: - 

a) Camels are called the ship of the desert. 

b) Camels can travel in the desert. 

c) Camels enjoy living alone. 

d) Camels are very useful. 

b) Answer the following questions: 
6- What are camels used for? 

............................................................................................................................. .......  

7-How do camels survive in the desert? 

.................................................................................................................................... 
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Writing 
 

" Kuwait has many interesting places to visit." Plan and write a paragraph (not less than 6 

sentences) about " Interesting places in Kuwait." 

These guide words and phrases may help you: 

(Wonderful に visit - Failaka Island に tallest towers に museum に enjoy) 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Your topic here 
ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくくぐぐぐぐぐぐくぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくく 

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくくぐぐぐぐぐぐくぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくく 

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくくぐぐぐぐぐくぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくく 

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくくぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくく 

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくくぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくく 

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくくぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくく 

ぐくくぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくく 
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Module1 

 Unit 3 

 

  るΒゎΙや れゅヨヤムャや ヶルゅバョ ナヘェ ¬ゅィゲャや Word List -1 

 Word Part of 

Speech 

Meaning 

1 actor N モんヨョ 
2 episode N ヮΒルヲΑゴヘヤゎ るボヤェ 
3 broken Adj ケヲジムョ 
4 frightened Adj  ゆヲハゲョ-ブもゅカ 
5 safety N ラゅョぺ  
6 x-ray(ed-ed) V  ザミや るバセや モヨバΑ 
7- remember(ed-ed) V ゲミグわΑ 
8 receptionist N  メゅらボわシや ブドヲョ 
9 programme N アョゅルゲよ 

 hastily Adv ネゲジわョ モムゼよ 
 daughter N  るレよや 
 worried Adj ペヤホ 
 hit( hit –hit ) V ュギダΑ-ゆゲツΑ 
 leave(left-left) V ケキゅピΑ-ポゲわΑ 
 cartoon N  るミゲエわョ ュヲシケ 
 Prefer V  モツヘΑ 
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Module 1 

Unit 3: Page 29 
Topic: A local Television Programme 

New Words:- 

 Activity (1) 
Fill in the spaces using the words in the list to complete the Following paragraph  : -     

                 (hastily に programme にsafety に episode ) 

                Yesterday , I saw a ………………… on TV . It was about road ………….. . This 
………. Was great . They said we shouldn't drive …………….. . 

Module 1 

 Word Part of 
Speech Meaning 

1    

2  
 

  
 

3    

4    
 

5    
 

6    

7    

8    

9    
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Unit 3: Page 30 

Some important irregular verbs 

 ゴن＞نﾒن≠ﾟا Infinitive Past Past Participle 

 ぅ see saw seen┙ى 

╉╆ロ eat ate eaten 

 ボـ』┗ぅ go went gone 

 ぅ buy bought bought┣ـｱي 

 ﾕ catch caught caught┟ـ╅ 

 ぅ teach taught taught┕رس 

 ぅ think thought thought┿ـ╇┙

 ぅ speak spoke spoken┃ـ╇╋¨

 ぅ break broke broken╇┟ـ┙ 

ぅぃـ┯┷  give gave given 

 ぅ drive drove driven╃ـ‒د 

 ﾒ┕ـ  find found found 

ぃـ╋╃ـぅ throw threw thrown 

 ボ┃ـ╇ぅ write wrote written 

 ぅ learn learnt learnt┃ـ┷╋¨

 ぅ sleep slept slept》ـベم

 ̈  ぅ smell smelt smelt┣ـ

ぅぃ┫ـ╃  spend spent spent 

 ﾓ spell spelt speltـ┙ف

ぅ ┙┷ـ┣  feel felt felt 

ぅ ┵ـぇ｠  sell sold sold 
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れやヱキぺ   ュゅヰヘゎシΙや  Question words 

 やクゅョ–  ゅョ  What? 

 れホヱャや ゅョ What time ? 

  ヴゎョ When? 

 ラΑぺ Where? 

 ンや–   ゅョヰΑぺ  Which ? 

 )ソカセ ュシゅよ るヤョィャや や¬キよゎ ゅョキルハ( ラョ Who?  

  やクゅョャ (because  ヱやto) Why ? 

 ヮャゅェ+ れΚタやヱョャや メもゅシヱ ラハ メやぼシヤャ( フΑミ

 ) ラゅシルΗや 

How? 

 ロキョャぺ ュミ–  メヱヅャや ュミ  How long ? 

 キヱキバョャや ュシΙや+キキハ ュミ How many +countable name? 

 ケバシャや ュミ–   ヮΑョミャや ュミ  How much?  
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*Yes, I  was  short .                                                            *I was born  in Kuwait  

    Were you short   ?                                                    Where were you born ? 

____________________________________________________________________ 

*Yes , They were clever .                                                    *We were born  in 2011 . 

     Were they clever ?                                                   When were you  born ? 

____________________________________________________________________  

*No, She wasn't in Dubai .                                                 *They bought a new car . 

      Was she in Dubai ?                                           What did they buy ?  

___________________________________________________________________ 

*Yes , She played tennis .                                                  *I went to school by car .  

  Did    she play tennis ?                                       How did you go ?  

____________________________________________________________________ 

* Yes ,They ate pizza .                                                       *Lila drove a car .  

   Did they eat pizza ?                                         What  did Lila drive ? 

____________________________________________________________________ 

*No , They didn't help me .                                 * My parents read a book yesterday . 

   Did they help you ?                             When did your  parents  read a book ?      

 

 

 

 

 

 ヮよゅィΙや メやぽジャや 
I'm  Are you ? 

I was Were you ? 
I – we  You ? 
My  Your ? 

 メやぽジャや れΚΑヲエゎ 
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Do as required between brackets: 
 

1-Yes, they played football at the club.                        (Ask a question) 
……………………….…………………………………………………… 

 
2- No, I didn't go to the cinema last week.                    (Ask a question) 

……………………………………………...................................... 
 

3-She visited her uncle in the morning.                         (Ask a question) 
…………………………………………………………………………… 

 
4-They bought food from the market.                          (Ask a question) 
…………………………………………………………………………… 
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Module 1 

Unit 3:    

Topic:- Writing  an ending to a Story 
 

 
New Words:- 

 

 

1-Fill in the spaces with words from the list to complete the following  

Paragraph : 

 

(Worried- hit- daughter) 

 

      My sister is my father's and mother's  . She was so  

 Because she s an exam tomorrow .I wished her good luck . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Word Part of 
Speech Meaning 

1    

2  
 

  
 

Dﾗﾐげデ Sヴｷ┗W ｴ;ゲデｷﾉ┞く 

Dﾗﾐげデ ┌ゲW your mobile phone. 
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Module 1 

Unit 3 Page 32 

Topic:- Grammar (Gerund    ( v + ing ) 
  

New Words:- 

 
(Gerund    ( v + ing ) 

Examples:- 
1- I   like   drink ing  coffee . 

2-I  prefer eat ing   fish . 

3-She  enjoys   going to the sea . 

Exercises 

Correct :- 
1- Mona likes ( play) computer games .---------------------- 

2-They prefer (run) in the club. ------------------------------- 

3- He enjoys (write) stories.------------------------------------- 

Choose the correct    answer:- 

              The children (play – played-plays) in the garden yesterday. They         

(don’t-doesn’t-didn’t) study their lessons .They enjoyed (have- had- having) 

lunch with each other. 

 Word Part of 
Speech Meaning 

1    

2    

3    

 
Like   ゆェΑ 
 Prefer メッヘΑ      + verb+ ing 
Enjoy ノゎョゎシΑ         
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Unit Four 
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Module2 

 Unit 4 

 Word List 

 

 Word Part of 

Speech 

Meaning 

1 Desalination plant N ロゅΒヨャや るΒヤエゎ るトエョ 

2 dirty Adj  ブΒヌル ゲΒビ-オジわョ 
3 expensive Adj リヨんャや ヴャゅビ 
4 factory N ノレダョ 
5 waste V  ケギヰΑ  
6 carefully Adv ソゲエよ 
7- rich Adj ヴレビ 
8 Take out Phr.V  ァゲガわジΑ 
9 hold V モヨエΑ-マジヨΑ 

 Iceberg N  ヴイヤを モらィ 
 Melt V  ゲヰダレΑ-ゆヱグΑ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Unit Four 
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Module 2 // Unit 4: Page37// Topic: Potable Water 

New Words:- 

Fill in the spaces with words from the list: 

(carefully – dirty – expensive – melt - factories ) 

     1-I didn’t buy this car because it's very………….………………... 
2-This city very busy .You should drive ………………………….. 
3-A person may die if he drinks ………………..………...water. 
4-Too much smoke comes out of this ……………………………… 

⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒ ⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒  
Read the passage on page 37 then answer the following que ions :- 

1-   The best title for this text is ………. ….. 
   A-Sources of Water       b- Saving Water      c- Uses of Water                   d- Water is a Gift  

2-The purpose of the writer of the text is to …………….. 
A- entertain us with a nice story                        b- inform us about the importance of water 

c- encourage us to use water                             d- advise us drink water 

3-The synonym of the underlined word famous  is  ……......... 
   A-beautiful b- wonderful      c- well-known                   d- amazing  

4-The antonym of the underlined word expensive is  ……......... 
   A-famous b- cheap              c- rich                              d- exciting 

 Word Part of 
Speech Meaning 

1    

2    

3    

4    

5    

6    

7    

8    

9    
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Choose the correct answer: 
1- Tｴｷゲ ｷゲ デｴW Hﾗ┞ぐぐぐぐぐくぐ┘;ゲｴWS ﾗ┌ヴ I;ヴく 
       a- who                 b- which                c- where            d- whose 
2- I ｴ;┗W ｪﾗデ ; ﾐW┘ Hﾗﾗﾆぐぐぐぐぐくぐｷゲ ┗Wヴ┞ ｷﾐデWヴWゲデｷﾐｪく 
      a- who                  b- where              c- when              d- which 
3- TｴW┞ ｴ;┗W デﾗ H┌ｷﾉS SWゲ;ﾉｷﾐ;デｷﾗﾐ ヮﾉ;ﾐデゲぐぐぐぐぐくぐ;ヴW ┗Wヴ┞ W┝ヮWﾐゲｷ┗Wく 
      a- who                 b- which               c- where              d- when 

4-My father ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ.is a doctor, works in a hospital. 

      a- where                 b- which               c- who              d- when 
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Module 2 

Unit 4: Period …….  
Topic: Icebergs  

New Words:- 

 

VOCABULARY 
A) Choose the correct word from a, b, c and d: 
1- ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ Iﾗ┌ﾐデヴｷWゲ I;ﾐ H┌ｷﾉS SWゲ;ﾉｷﾐ;デｷﾗﾐ ヮﾉ;ﾐデゲ デﾗ ｪWデ IﾉW;ﾐ ┘;デWヴく 

a) Tasty               b) Dirty                 c) Rich                       d) Expensive 

2- M┞ ｷIW IヴW;ﾏ ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ ｴ;ゲデｷﾉ┞ HWI;┌ゲW ｷデげゲ ┗Wヴ┞ ｴﾗデく 
    a) melted              b) showed               c) wasted                  d) owned 

3- PWﾗヮﾉW ┘ｴﾗ ┘ﾗヴﾆ ｷﾐ ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ ゲｴﾗ┌ﾉS ┘W;ヴ ゲヮWIｷ;ﾉ ┌ﾐｷaﾗヴﾏゲく 
     a) icebergs          b) factories            c) episodes                d) desalination plants 

4- M;ﾐ┞ ヮWﾗヮﾉW Sヴｷﾐﾆ ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ ┘;デWヴ ｷﾐ ヮﾗﾗヴ Iﾗ┌ﾐデヴｷWゲく 
    a) tasty                  b) dirty                   c) rich                         d) expensive 

 

B) Fill in the spaces with words from the list: 
 

expensive に waste に rich に worried に hold 
 

1- Dﾗﾐげデ H┌┞ ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐく デｴｷﾐｪゲ ┘ｴｷIｴ ┞ﾗ┌ Sﾗﾐげデ ﾐWWSく 
2- SﾗﾏW ゲデ┌SWﾐデゲ ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐく ﾏ┌Iｴ デｷﾏW ﾗﾐ ヮﾉ;┞ｷﾐｪく 
3- M┞ ﾏﾗデｴWヴ ┌ゲWS デﾗ ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐく ﾏ┞ ｴ;ﾐS ┘ｴWﾐ I ┘;ゲ ; child. 

4- I ;ﾉ┘;┞ゲ W;デ デｴW aﾗﾗS ┘ｴｷIｴ ｷゲ ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐく ｷﾐ ┗ｷデ;ﾏｷﾐゲく 
www.khaledsleem.com ネヲボョ ォ ギャや サ ユΒャ るピヤャ アルΙや ヵゴΒャ り 
  

 

 

 Word Part of 
Speech Meaning 

1    

2  
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Do as shown between brackets: 
 
1- Play in the street.                                       (Make negative) 

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ 

2- ふDﾗWゲﾐげデぶ W;デ デﾗﾗ ﾏ┌Iｴ デﾗ ﾆWWヮ ｴW;ﾉデｴ┞く    ふCﾗヴヴWIデ デｴW ┗WヴHぶ 
ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ 

3- Dﾗﾐげデ ふヮﾉ;┞ゲぶ ┘ｷデｴ ﾏ;デIｴWゲく                       ふ CﾗヴヴWIデ デｴW ┗WヴHぶ 
ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ 

 
 

Spelling 
Re- write the underlined words correctly :- 

1- They build a new factory to produce epxenivse IﾉﾗデｴWゲく ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ 

2- Water level rises when iecbregs ゲデ;ヴデ デﾗ ﾏWﾉデく ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくくく 
3- Listen craeulfly デﾗ ┞ﾗ┌ヴ デW;IｴWヴゲく ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ 

4- Ice cubes mlte out of the aヴｷSｪWく ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ 
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Reading Comprehension   

Read the following then answer the questions below: 

                 My mother spends most of her time in the kitchen and my sister sometimes 

helps her. Last Monday, my mother was frying some fish when she heard the door  bell 

ring. She went to open the door and left my sister Amna in the kitchen. She was washing 

the dishes. It was my father who came back home from work and forgot his keys in the car 

as he usually does. When my mother returned to the kitchen, she found the oil in the pan 

burning. My sister was frightened and crying. The kitchen was full of smoke .My father 

tried to put out the fire quickly. He covered the pan with a big piece of cloth, and then he 

opened all the windows because there was smoke everywhere. Luckily, we were all safe, 

H┌デ ┘W SｷSﾐげデ ｴ;┗W ;ﾐ┞ aｷゲｴ aﾗヴ ﾉ┌ﾐIｴ ;ゲ ┘W ;ﾉ┘;┞ゲ SｷS W┗Wヴ┞ MﾗﾐS;┞く  
 

A-Choose the correct answer: 

 1-The best title of this story is.................... 

      a)Unlucky family                  b)   washing dishes                  c) holiday                       d) sisters  

2-The writer is trying to ................................  

     a)Tell us to lose the keys                  b)  be careful while working in the kitchen  

     c) show us how to Fry fish                d)   explain how to wash dishes 

ンぶTｴW ヮヴﾗﾐﾗ┌ﾐ ゲｴW ｷﾐ ﾉｷﾐW ヵ ヴWaWヴゲ デﾗ ぐぐぐぐ 

     a)the mother                         b)  the father                           c)  Amna              d)  the writer 

 

4-All the following statements are FALSE except: - 

a- M┞ ゲｷゲデWヴ SﾗWゲﾐげデ ｴWﾉヮ ;デ ｴﾗﾏW ;デ ;ﾉﾉく 
b- My father SﾗWゲﾐげデ aﾗヴｪWデ ｴｷゲ keys. 

c- There was smoke everywhere. 

d- We ate delicious fish that Monday. 

B-Answer the following questions:  

5)How did the father try to put out the fire? 

..................................................................................................................... 

6)What was Amna doing in the kitchen? 

.................................................................................................................... 
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Writing 

" A drop of water means life." Plan and write a paragraph of ( not less than 6 sentences) 

about "Saving water" 

  These guide words and phrases may help you: 

turn off に taps に bucket に cars に teeth - bottle - waste に garden 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Your topic here 
ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐく 

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ 

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくくぐ 

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくぐ 

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくぐ 

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくぐぐぐぐ 

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ 

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくぐぐ 
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Module2 

 Unit 5 

 Word List 

 

 Word Part of 

Speech 

Meaning 

1 Coral reef N るΒルゅィゲョ ょバセ 

2 Lay eggs V ヂΒらャや ノツΑ 
3 pattern N  ァクヲヨル- モムセ 
4 turtle N ロゅヘエヤシ 
5 whale N  れヲェ  
6 spike N ポヲセ 
7- slowly v  ¬テらよ 
8 shipwreck N  るレΒヘシ ュゅトェ 
9 squid N  ケゅらェ 

 sink V ベゲピΑ 
 poisonous Adj ュゅシ 

 

VOCABULARY 

A) Choose the correct word from a, b , c and d:  
 1- B┌デデWヴaﾉ┞ aｷゲｴ ヮヴﾗデWIデ デｴWﾏゲWﾉ┗Wゲ H┞ ｴｷSｷﾐｪ ｷﾐ デｴW ぐぐぐぐくぐぐぐく 

a) pattern             b) whale                c) coral reef                           d) turtle  

2- TｴW ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ ｷゲ ; ゲW; ;ﾐｷﾏ;ﾉ ┘ｷデｴ デWﾐ ;ヴﾏゲ ;ヴﾗ┌ﾐS デｴW ﾏﾗ┌ゲWく 

a) spike                 b) whale                  c) squid                               d) turtle  

  3- M┞ a;デｴWヴ I;ﾏW ﾉ;デW HWI;┌ゲW ｴW Sヴﾗ┗W ┗Wヴ┞ ぐぐぐぐくぐぐぐく 

a) slowly                   b) happily                   c) hastily                       d) soundly 

  4- Do you know that the デ┌ヴデﾉW ぐぐぐぐぐぐく 70 eggs each time.  

   a) feeds                   b) remembers                 c) prefers                               d) lays 
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B) Fill in the spaces with words from the list: 

Shipwrecks - squids – poisonous – coral reefs – sinking .  

1- Once, I saw a ship …………………… in the sea. 

 2-Workers in factories need to wear face masks to avoid …………………… gases.  

3- Divers can watch ………….……….swimming near them in deep water. 

1- Treasures may be found in ………………….. deep down under the sea.  

 

Read the passage on page 43. Then answer the following questions: - 

Choose the correct answer :- Skimming Reading 
1- The best title for the passage is ................... 
      a-  Butterfly Fish        b- Turtles          c-Puffer Fish      d-   Sea animals 

2-The purpose of the writer is to tell us about………………… 
a-Some wonderful sea animals                            b- coral reefs only                                            
c- dangerous animals                                            d- visiting the beach 
   
Read the passage on page 43. Then answer the following questions: - 

Choose the correct answer :- Scanning Reading 
          

1-The antonym of the word (dangerous) in the 1st line in the 2nd paragraph is ………… 
      a- hot                           b- nice                    b-safe                 d- small  
2-The pronoun (them ) in the 3rd   line  in the 4th  paragraph refers to …………………… 
       a-butterfly fish                           b-fish                 c- coral reef             d-colours 
3-The synonym of the word (frightened) in the 1st  paragraph is ……………… 
      a- happy                           b- scared                    b- safe                 d- small  
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Module 2 

Unit 5: Period 1  
Topic: Sea World Secrets   

New Words:- 

 Unit 5: Period    

 Topic: Grammar (When)  

 リョコゲヨわジヨャや ヶッゅヨャやeThe past continuous tens 
 
 

:Examples 
.English  ing study  wasI  -1 

in the garden .  ingplay   wereThey  -2 
.ing cook   was Mona -3 

.ing sleep  were We  -4 
 

He                                                                     They  
                     ing + We                  Were + v.                                 ingShe              Was+ v.  + 

It                                                                        You 
I  

 Word Part of 
Speech Meaning 

1    

2  
 

  
 

3    

4    
 

5    
 

6    

7    

Was/were + ing 
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⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒ ⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒ ⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒ ⇒⇒⇒⇒ ⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒ 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Activity (1)  
 

-*Choose the correct answer: 
1- I (are – were – was - is) talking on the phone. 

2-Mona and Heba (is – were – was - am) playing. 

3- We (eat に eating に were eating) my lunch, when telephone rang. 
4- When I went home, my mother (is cooking に were cooking に was cooking). 
5- I (read に was reading に is reading) in bed when suddenly I heard a scream. 
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Module 2  

 Unit 5: Period   

 Topic: Grammar (When) 

  

 

New Words:- 

 

Do as required between brackets:- 

1- They were playing when the telephone (ring).                                       (Correct) 

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくくぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくくぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくくぐぐぐぐ  
2- They were happy when they passed the exam.                                (Make Negative) 

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくくぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくくぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくくぐぐぐぐ  
3- I (watch) TV when my brother woke up.                                                 (Correct) 

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくくぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくくぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくくぐぐぐぐ 

4- Salma was sleeping when her baby cried.                                        (Make Negative) 

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくくぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくくぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくくぐぐぐぐ  
5- I was eating ice-cream when he came.                                             (Ask a question) 

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくくぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくくぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくくぐぐぐ 
 
 

 

 

 Word Part of 
Speech Meaning 

1    

 When 
1 He   was reading    a story when    the bell    rang. 

2 We   were having    our lunch    when    it    started   to   rain. 

F
or

m
 past continuous+ When + past simple 

 ゲヨわジョ ヴッゅョ +When +   テΒジよ ヴッゅョ  
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Module 2 

Unit 5: Period 1  
Topic: Sea World Secrets   

New Words:- 

Exercises:- 

A) Fill in the spaces with words from the list : 

[shipwreck ʹʹsank ʹ squid] 

1- Titanic…………..………….many years ago. 
    2-      A……… …..……..is a sea animal . 
 

Sink     ベケピΑ     sank           ベケビ                     sunk 
 

Module 2  

 Unit 5: Period…….   
 Topic :……………………….  

 New Words:- 

Spelling 

Re-write the underlined words correctly: 

1- Whales, sharks and suqdis are sea animals. ...........................................  

2- The coral reefs have different colours and ptatrens. ...........................................  

3-A trulte can lay eggs. ...........................................  

4-Tortoises walk sollwy. ........................................... 

 Word Part of 
Speech Meaning 

1    

2  
 

  
 

 Word Part of 
Speech Meaning 

1    
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Reading Comprehension 
 Read the following passage then answer the questions below:  

                If you like snow and ice, maybe you should stay at the Ice Hotel in Quebec, 

Canada. But you can only check in to the Ice Hotel during the winter. Why? Because this 

hotel is made entirely of ice.  

             This amazing hotel is built every December. It has 32 rooms, and 80 people can stay 

there each night. The hotel has a movie theater and an art gallery. Of course, all of these 

parts of the hotel are made of ice. In fact, all the furniture, art, lights, and even plates and 

drinking glasses are made of ice.   

           Because this hotel is so unusual, it has become very famous. People from all over 

the world come to the Ice Hotel to look at the fantastic ice arts, enjoy drinks and delicious 

foods from designer ice dishes. They also enjoy a lovely time. 

       Because of all the ice, the temperature inside the hotel is always between -2 and -5 °C. 

In the freezing cold hotel rooms, sleeping is not a problem. Every guest gets a special cold-

weather sleeping bag and some fur blankets. These keep them warm until morning.  

a) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d:  

1. The best title for this passage ｷゲぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ  

a. Skiing                 b. Canada               c. Ice Arts                      d. The Ice Hotel  

2.  The synonym ﾗa デｴW ┌ﾐSWヴﾉｷﾐWS ┘ﾗヴS けentirely け in the 1st  paragraph ｷゲ ぐぐぐぐぐくく 
 a. quickly             b. slowly                 c. easily                         d. completely  

3. The underlined word "these" in the 4th  ヮ;ヴ;ｪヴ;ヮｴ ヴWaWヴゲ デﾗぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ 

 a. winter coats                                             b. hotel rooms 

 c. only fur blankets                                     d. fur blankets and sleeping bags 

 4. Which part of the hotel you probably find ice arts? 

 a. The art gallery         b. The restaurant          c. The sleeping bag       d. The movie theatre 

 ヵく TｴW ┘ヴｷデWヴげゲ ヮ┌ヴヮﾗゲW ﾗa ┘ヴｷデｷﾐｪ デｴｷゲ デW┝デ ｷゲ デﾗぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ 

 a. Explain how one can sleep well.               b. Show how people enjoy the time in winter.  

c. Discuss problems of cold weather.            d. Describe how ice- glasses are made. 

 ヶく TｴW ｴﾗデWﾉ I;ﾐ ヴWIWｷ┗Wぐぐぐぐ ┘ｷデｴｷﾐ ン ﾐｷｪｴデゲぎ  
a. 160 people                  b. 180 people                c. 240 people                  d. 270 people  

b) Answer the following questions:  

7.Why is sleeping not a problem at the Ice Hotel? 

................................................................................................................................ 

 8.What do you think happens to the hotel in the spring?  

ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐくく 
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Writing 
"Life under the sea is interesting." Write a paragraph of (6 sentences) about sea animals 
under water.  
   These guide words and phrases may help you:  

puffer fish – spikes – turtles – whale shark – small animals – butterfly fish  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
…………………………………..……………………………..……………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………… 
……………………………………………………………………………………………… 
………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………… 
……………………………………………………………………………………………… 
……………………………………………………………………………………………...... 
………..……………………………………………………………………………………….
.....………..……………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
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Unit 
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Module2 

 Unit 6 

 Word List 

 

 Word Part of 

Speech 

Meaning 

1 decide V  ケゲボΑ 
2 newspaper N りギΑゲィ 
3 reach V  ヴャや モダΑ 
4 scream V  ォゲダΑ 
5 shore N ¬ヴヅゅセ  
6 trouble N  るヤムゼョ 
7 drown V ベゲピΑ 
8 suddenly  Adv  りほイプ 
9 finally Adv  るΑゅヰレャゅよ\  やゲΒカぺ 

 Award N るゃプゅムョ 
11 T  V  メヱゅエΑ 
12 practice N サケゅヨΑ 
13 problem N  るヤムゼョ 
14 someone N ゅョ ゾガセ 
15 Medal N るΒャやギΒョ 
16 certificate N  りキゅヰセ 
17 exhausted Adj  ペワゲョ-ょバわョ 
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Module 2 

Unit 6: Period 1  
Topic: A Brave boy   

 

New Words:- 

Activity (1) :- 

 (A) Fill in the spaces with a word from the list :-  

[ decided – newspaper– Finally - trouble ]   ] 

 1- -Watan is my favorite……………………….. 

2-Have you ………… ……….. where to go next Friday? 

3-…….……………., my father came from Paris and we were very happy. 

  
 

 Word Part of 
Speech Meaning 

1    

2  
 

  
 

3    

4    
 

5    
 

6    

7    

8    
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(B) Choose the correct word from a, b , c and d: 

 

1- SｴW ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ HWI;┌ゲW ゲｴW ゲ;┘ ; ゲヮｷSWヴ ﾉ;ﾐSｷﾐｪ ﾗﾐ ｴWヴ face. 

a) owned                  b) screamed                 c) reached                    d) drowned 

2- I ┌ゲWS デﾗ ゲWW ﾏ┞ ｪヴ;ﾐSヮ; ヴW;Sｷﾐｪ デｴW ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ W┗Wヴ┞ ﾏﾗヴﾐｷﾐｪく 
a) shore                   b) trouble                      c) cartoon                    d) newspaper 

3- I ┘;ゲ ゲI;ヴWS ┘ｴWﾐ デｴW Sﾗﾗヴ ﾗヮWﾐWS ぐぐぐぐぐぐく At night. 

a) finally                  b) suddenly                   c) carefully                  d) slowly 

4- CｴｷﾉSヴWﾐ ┘WヴW IﾗﾉﾉWIデｷﾐｪ ゲｴWﾉﾉゲ ┘ｴｷﾉW デｴW┞ ┘WヴW ヮﾉ;┞ｷﾐｪ ﾗﾐ デｴW ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐぐく く 
a) shore                  b) trouble                   c) scream                  d) newspaper 

 
 

(c) Fill in the spaces with words from the list: 

certificates に someone に practice にexhausted- problems に award 

1- CﾉW┗Wヴ ヮWﾗヮﾉW ゲﾗﾉ┗W デｴWｷヴ ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ ゲｷﾉWﾐデﾉ┞く  
2- AaデWヴ ｴ;ヴS ┘ﾗヴﾆが ゲデ┌SWﾐデゲ ;IｴｷW┗WS デｴWｷヴ SヴW;ﾏ ;ﾐS ｪﾗデ デｴW ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ 

3- TｴW Hヴ;┗W Hﾗ┞ ┘;ゲ ｪｷ┗Wﾐ ; ﾐｷIW ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ 

4- I ┘ｷゲｴ I ﾏWWデ ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ デﾗ HW ﾏ┞ IﾉﾗゲW aヴｷWﾐSく 
5- By the time my mother finished cooking the lunIｴが ゲｴW ┘;ゲ ぐぐぐぐぐぐぐ 

 
 

Read the passage on page 49. Then answer the following questions: - 

Choose the correct answer :- Skimming Reading 
1- Another best title for the passage is ................... 
      a-Playing by the sea         b- Saving a life   c-people on the beach      d- Scream 

2-The purpose of the writer is to ………………… 
a-describe the sea                                                  b- inform us about swimming                          
c- entertain us with a story of a brave boy.         d- encourage us to visit the beach 
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                       Read the passage on page 49. Then answer the following questions: - 

Choose the correct answer :- Scanning Reading 
          

1-The antonym of the word (finally ) in the 2nd   paragraph is ………… 
      a- carefully                           b- firstly                    c-slowly                 d- safely  
2-The pronoun (he ) in the last  sentence  refers to …………………… 
       a-Waleed                           b-The man                 c- Marwan            d-The ambulance 
3-The synonym of the word (reach) in the 2nd   paragraph is ……………… 
      a- arrive at                           b- shout                    c- wave                 d- start  

 

 

Module 2 

Unit 6: Period   
Topic: Grammar -While  

*Examples :- 

1)While  we  were  walking  along  the  beach , we  heard  a scream . 
2)While  I  was swimming  in  the  sea , I  saw  a  shark . 
3)I  saw  a shark  while  I  was  swimming  in  the  sea . 
 

 

  

 
 
A)Choose the correct answer from a, b, c & d :- 
1- While she --------------, she fell down. 
        a) play                         b) playing             c) was playing                 d) plays 
2- While they ----------------, my father called them. 
        a) were studying          b) study             c) studies                          d) studied 
3- Sara …………………..home while her mother was cooking lunch. 
        a) arrives                     b) arrive             c)  were arriving             d) arrived 
4- While it was raining , Sara ………………..home late. 
        a)  come                       b) came               c) comes                          d) was coming 

Past Continuous Past simple While 

While Past Continuous Past simple 
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Activity :- 

B)  Do as required between brackets :- 

1- He found shells along the beach. Hamad was walking .           ( use : While ) 
          *…………………………………………………………………………… 
    2- While we ( play ) football , it started to rain .                                 ( Correct ) 

          *…………………………………………………………………………… 
    3- He was watching an interesting film when his father (come).          (Correct) 

         * ……………………………………………………………………………..… 

    4- I fell down …………………. I was walking along the street.         (Complete) 

 

Module 2 

Unit 6: Period     
Page :……………………….  

New Words:- 

 Word Part of 
Speech Meaning 

1    

2  
 

  
 

3    

4    
 

5    
 

6    

7    
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Activity :- 

 Choose the correct answer from a, b , c & d :- 

1- you should ........................ to get up earlier in the morning. You always get up late . 

 try                       b) decide                          c) reach               d)suggest  

 

2-I feel proud when I get an …………………  

 newspaper          b)problem                        c)award                d) shore 

 
 

Module 2 

Unit 6: Period    
  

New Words:- 

 

Spelling 

Re-write the underlined words correctly: 

1- I was in turolbe when I tavelled alone. ................................... 

2- He got a medal as an aarwd for his great work. ................................... 

3- I ask my father to help me solve my porbemls. ................................... 

4-My friend got the gold mdael for running. ................................... 

 

 

 

 Word Part of 
Speech Meaning 

1    
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Reading Comprehension 

Read the following passage, then answer the questions below: 

     Fahd has a small good family. They all love each other. His father is a taxi driver. He takes 
people to different places every day. But the taxi is not his own. His mother is a secretary. 
She works for a big company. She answers telephone calls and writes letters. She loves her 
job very much. Fahd doesn't like either his father's or his mother's job. They work for a long 
time and they are always tired . He wants to be a businessman like his uncle who lives in 
London because it is an interesting job. It makes him free to do whatever he likes and he can 
get a lot of money out of that job. 
   When he told his sister about his wish, she got angry with him because he thinks too much 
of money. She works as a nurse in a hospital in the city where she lives. She likes her job 
because she can help sick people. 

a) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d :  

1. The best title for this text could be: 

   a. An angry family         b. A sad family      c. A big family        d. A small happy family 

2. The opposite of the underlined word " tired  " in line 4 is: 
   a. interesting            b. relaxed           c. boring                   d. excited 
 

3.The underlined word "They" in line 3 refers to: 
  a. Fahd's father          b. Fahd's mother    c. Fahd's parents    d. Fahd's grandparents 
 
4. The purpose of the writer is to…………….. 
   a. tell us about the family                            b. advise us to be kind 
   c. suggest being taxi drivers                       d. show how people help each other 
5.A …………………………. helps sick people. 
   a. taxi              b. secretary      c. nurse                       d. teacher 
6.Fahd would like to be a / an ………………………… in the future. 
   a. driver             b. doctor               c. businessman            d. engineer 
 
b) Answer the following questions :  

7. What is Fahad’s father’s job ? 

  ……………………………………………………………………………............... 
 8.Why did Fahad’s sister get angry with him ? 

   ……………………………………………………………………………………………. 
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Composition 

Write a short paragraph of (6 sentences) about (Going to the beach) 

Using these guide words :- 

( beach / weekend / my friends / collect に shells / volleyball / swimming に 

rough ) 

 

 

 

 

"Going to the beach" 

………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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